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Thoughts from the Chair: I’m writing this piece just before Xmas in preparation for

our Newsletter’s distribution in mid-January 2022. As we begin the new year, I should like to take this
opportunity of wishing you a Happy, Healthy New Year, which I sincerely hope will be less eventful than
the previous two years.
Looking back to November, I was particularly pleased to see so many of you attending our AGM and I do
hope you enjoyed the afternoon and our excellent speaker, David Allen. I thank the members present for
approving the re-election of myself and existing committee members: Linda Howard, John Wells, David
Bignell, Susan Hodgson and Mike Kilfiger. Mike’s 3-year term as Newsletter Editor had come to an end
but I’m pleased to report that, in the absence of any volunteers to take on the role, Mike has agreed to
continue in this important position. We are also very fortunate to be joined by Keith Mason as our new
Treasurer, Ian Tawse to support our Groups Coordinator and Carolyn Tanner to provide IT support. At
the time of the AGM, we had a vacancy for Events Coordinator, but I’m very pleased to confirm that one
of our new members, Julia Harris, has volunteered to take over the role. It’s great that we have such a
strong committee of enthusiastic and hard-working members and I look forward to working together
over the coming year.
But, as if to underline how quickly situations can change, we are once again facing the potential threat
to our ‘normal’ way of life posed by the Omicron variant. As I write, one or two groups have already
reverted to meeting on Zoom rather than holding physical meetings and only time will tell whether
further Covid restrictions will be imposed to prevent future face-to-face meetings. As I’ve highlighted
in previous ‘thoughts’, these restrictions inconvenience all members but have a greater impact on our
members without access to the internet – currently 71 members. Jenny Dawson, in her letter (published
in this Newsletter) eloquently describes how lack of internet access has left her feeling like a 2 nd class
member. Jenny was responding to Mike’s invitation in the previous edition to start a discussion about
the future of the Newsletter and she was concerned that the paper version would be discontinued. I
should like to reassure members that the committee have discussed the Newsletter, and the idea of a
shorter, more frequent publication has been mooted, but we have never proposed scrapping the paper
version. All members, regardless of internet status, are equal and we will continue to use the post as a
means of communication.
It’s fair to say that the digital divide has widened during the pandemic and there has been an increasing
reliance on the internet to access services, health information and to socialise with family and friends. I
travelled to visit family in the US recently and, with the extra requirements for Covid tests, Covid
Vaccination passes and Passenger Locator forms, I believe the trip would have been impossible without
internet access and a smartphone. Unfortunately, this divide in our society is only likely to widen and I
would urge everyone to find a way of getting connected, whether that’s investing in a cheap smartphone
with a low-cost monthly mobile data tariff or asking a family member or friend to provide an e-mail
address (some of our members provide us with a third party e-mail address so that e-mail messages
can be sent and received).
During our first committee meeting of 2022, we will be identifying our priorities for the year and drafting
an action plan that we will be sharing with you in due course.

Sandra Webb

Events Coordinator

As you know, Danielle Clarke, who has done an amazing job of organising U3A events for 7 years,
stepped down at the AGM and a replacement was sought. I’m a relative newbee, so I thought
I’d introduce myself. My name is Julia Harris, I’ve lived in EG for 34 years, am married with three
adult children, who are living in different parts of the country.
I’m a volunteer advisor at Crawley Citizens Advice, have previously volunteered for Victim
Support, St. Catherine’s Hospice and Heatherley Cheshire Home and have been a pre-school
administrator, Church events coordinator as well as being involved in setting up EG’s Foodbank
and a local JobClub.
I joined U3A in October 2021, immediately signed up for several groups and am thrilled to now
be taking on the role of Events Coordinator within this very vibrant, people-focussed
organisation. Look forward to meeting you soon.
Julia Harris

This is the composition of your committee who will serve through to the AGM in
November 2022
Chair: Sandra Webb (01342 324611) Email: Chair@eastgrinsteadu3a.co.uk
Secretary: Linda Howard (01342 311933) Email: Secretary@eastgrinsteadu3a.co.uk
Treasurer: Keith Mason (01342 326523) Email: Treasurer@eastgrinsteadu3a.co.uk
Groups coordinator/webmaster: John Wells (01342 300960) Email: Groups@eastgrinsteadu3a.co.uk
Or Webmaster@eastgrinsteadu3a.co.uk
Membership Secretary: David Bignell (01737 218047) Email: Memsec@eastgrinsteadu3a.co.uk
Events Coordinator: Julia Harris (07745 370421 ) Email: events@eastgrinsteadu3a.co.uk
Vice Chair & Chair of PCR sub-committee: Susan Hodgson (01342 327452) Email: vicechair@eastgrinsteadu3a.co.uk
SUN Rep and recruitment, publicity & group management: Ian Tawse (01342 604523) Email: sunrep@eastgrinsteadu3a.co.uk
Newsletter Editor: Mike Kilfiger (01342 321629) Email: Newseditor@eastgrinsteadu3a.co.uk
We’re also pleased to have the services of a co-opted member who attends committee meetings:Carolyn Tanner (IT, website ,& Beacon management)

In memoriam
I’d like to remember an old friend and former member of our U3A, Tony Everitt, who very sadly
passed away on 25 November. He had been suffering from prostate cancer. Back in the 70s, we
were both in the Wine Circle where we attempted to make country wines. In more recent times,
I remember Tony and his wife, Val, enjoying the music at the (now defunct) Jazz Club. As well
as the U3A, Tony was a long-standing member of EG Probus and Forest Row Bike Club.
Ed
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Chequer Mead
If attending Chequer Mead, members are respectfully asked to wear a facecovering when entering the building – the mask can, of course, be removed when
seated and eating or drinking!
Also, would members please note that the Apron Café at Chequer Mead no longer
accepts cash – kindly pay by credit/debit card.
It is quite pleasing that the Apron Café at the theatre is rather busier than it used
to be, and so – to avoid any disappointment – if you want to come for lunch or
tea/coffee & cake before meetings, their management suggest our members
book a table. This can be done by calling 01342 325577 or by logging on to
theapronbar.co.uk/reservations.

News & Dates from SUN
SUN is the Sussex U3A Network, covering U3As over all parts of our County,
both East and West. Our rep. is Ian Tawse.
U3A 40th
The anniversary quilt to be revealed plus the updated High St database in June.
U3A wood of 5000 trees to be planted in Wales.
Picnic in the Park Local U3As to meet for this event around the Jubilee period (June)
Science & Sport: possibly in July
U3A day – 21 September 2022 – local events to be held during the week 17 – 25 Sept.
Summer School: University of Chichester, Monday – Thursday, 20-23 June 2022.
Various courses are available, comprising: mathematics, music, family history, the Raj, art, mahjong, cycling, walking, ukuleles, French, yoga and poetry.
Daily or residential accommodation is available.
The summer school is open to all U3A members – places allocated on a 1st come, 1st served basis.
Full details now available on the SE Forum website u3asites.org.uk/southeastu3aforum or the
SUN events webpage.
More details in our April Newsletter.
xxXxx
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Dates for your Diary

You will see that most of our meetings (with the exception of January) will take place on Friday afternoons for the
first 6 months, rather than Wednesday afternoons, as previously. This is partly to allow those who couldn’t make
Wednesdays to attend and see if it works for the majority. We may review the days in the autumn, and we’re also
exploring alternative venues, but we will ask for your opinions before making any decisions.
JH

U3A MONTHLY OPEN MEETINGS, SPRING 2022
at Chequer Mead Theatre Studios
Thursday, 20 January

Ian Gledhill

The Modern Musical

The development of the modern musical after the Second World War, beginning with the
ground-breaking “Oklahoma” of 1943 through to Andrew Lloyd Webber’s long-running
“Phantom of the Opera” – one of the most successful shows in theatre history.

Friday, 25 February

Neil Sadler

Come fly with me

“An odd thing happened today at the airport”
International airports are fascinating places to pass through, but have you ever wondered
what happens if you work at one……… especially as a police officer at Britain’s 2nd busiest
airport: London Gatwick, LGW.
 Do you know your LAX from your LHR?
 A very expensive sleep-over OR a stowaway to freedom
 When is a bomb not a bomb? Come along on 25th and find out.

Friday, 25 March

Bill McNaught

Buffalo Bill & Queen Victoria

Two vastly different historical figures linked by the Queen’s 1887 Golden Jubilee celebrations in
London. Buffalo Bill was invited to bring his Wild West Show to England for the first time and
perform in front of Queen Victoria.
At the time of their meeting, she was head of the largest empire in the world and he arguably
the most famous person in the world. The talk explores their backgrounds and their lives,
together with some interesting – and largely unknown – facts about both individuals.

Friday, 22 April

Irene Wilson

All Gardens Great & Small

A gallop through beautiful Sussex gardens that have opened for the National Garden Scheme
(NGS), including some new for 2022. Stories about the gardens…….. and their owners! Also, some
background about the NGS and links to nursing charities.

There will also be meetings on 27 May and 24 June, details of which we’ll cover
in the April issue.
You may arrive from 2:30pm on each occasion, with the talks at 3pm. These meetings are
open to the general public – so we’d encourage you to invite friends/neighbours etc.
Meetings are free to attend although we incur costs in room hire and speakers’ expenses,
so how much more worthwhile if more people can enjoy what is on offer.
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FROM THE EDITOR
May I start my piece by wishing a “Happy & Healthy 2022” to all our members!
During this year, the U3A movement in the UK will be celebrating its 40th anniversary – you may
remember (in an article in the July ’21 issue) I wrote something of its inception at a Cambridge
conference back in 1982. I’m sure our committee will want to explore how E. Grinstead U3A can
contribute to this “happy event”.
Well! – bad luck, everyone – I’m still here!! As I rather expected, no-one could be found to take
over from me as Newsletter editor, and so the November AGM duly endorsed my remaining in
role. As before, if there is anyone out there who would like to join the committee as editor, just
get in touch! Pleasingly, I had no less than 12 very positive e-mails from members after the
October issue – thank-you very much – so at least some of you like our publication! Also, for
the first time in three years, I’ve actually received two ‘letters to the editor’ – you may possibly
recall, back in January 2019, as the “new boy”, I suggested that such communication would be
very welcome. The first (presented below) has, however, contributed to a certain amount of
consternation in some quarters, and hence Sandra, our Chair, has been kind enough to respond
to points made (vide page 1).
For my part, the last thing I would ever want to do is to cause any of our members to regard
themselves as being “2nd class”. I thought I was being wholly positive and equable for suggesting
that whilst we may perhaps eventually want to modify the content/format/frequency of the
Newsletter, we must, at the same time, remain mindful that some of our members don’t possess
a lap-top/tablet or still like to receive a paper copy through the post. However, it has to be
accepted that modern communication is increasingly digital and the extra cost and time
implicit in producing a hard-copy version of the Newsletter – not to mention, of course, the
environmental impact, with all that paper – is something our members need seriously to
consider. Just think! – without access to that digital package, Zoom, my committee colleagues
would not have been able to keep our U3A running through the worst of the pandemic.
Anyway, this whole matter is under active consideration by the Publicity/Communications
committee – I suggest you watch this space!
And finally………did you see that my bit of lexicography in October has recently been endorsed
by no less a body than the OED? Their word of the year is “vax”. You heard it here first!!
[OED = Oxford English Dictionary]
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Letters to the editor

Dear Mike,
I was astounded to read your words:

“…….I’m just beginning to wonder whether the Newsletter, in its present format, has much of a future. Picking up the vibes at our
meetings, I sense little real support for it from the present committee, and, were we to scrap it, there would be considerable
saving of time and money. But, on the other hand, it offers a harmless point of contact for all our members every 3 months, and
without it, would we be failing those many members who don’t tend to use IT?”

I refer back to TAT, Autumn 2020, p.35 when Ian McCannah (Chair) says “Zoom has been vital
for keeping interest groups in touch during lockdown. However, there is a strong feeling that
video conferencing cannot replace social interaction – central to all U3A activities. Used
permanently, and on a large scale, members without access to the internet would be on the
wrong side of a digital divide. [My italics]
Also, recent comments from our Chair, Sandra Webb, in our July 2021 Newsletter highlighted a
couple of responses raised by our members to the questionnaire sent out to members. I quote:
“First, we’ve all missed face-to-face social contact over the last 15 months, but the loss has
been most keenly felt by our members without access to the internet. Many in this group
expressed concern that we were over-emphasising technology, resulting in their feeling like 2nd
class members”.[My italics] “I’d like to reassure members that, as restrictions are lifted, we’ll
revert to our usual in-person meetings”.
I am constantly irritated by the ever-increasing reliance on IT foisted on the whole of our EG
U3A members which invariably excludes those of our members (I believe to be about 100) from
information re the activities, business etc. the name says it all NEWSletter!
I have been a member for the past 14 years (during 8 of which I obtained the speakers for the
Meridian Hall meetings, using my telephone and electric typewriter)!
All members pay exactly the same membership fee and should be treated as equals. To requote McCannah, “members without access to the internet would be on the wrong side of a
digital divide”.
I trust you will take notice of these comments written on behalf of myself and other non-digital
members and act accordingly.

Jenny Dawson

Hi Mike,
I’ve just read the Newsletter – this is a plea to keep a paper copy for people like me. I failed with
the computer – I couldn’t even do Zoom, though they said Zoom was easy. Yes, I had a lot of
help, but in the end, I pulled the plug, and feel better now! I’m not a Luddite, just non-technical.
It’s nice to have a paper document – the font is fine as is the way it’s set out. I can put to one
side pieces I’m interested in.
A friend trying face-to-face to make an appointment was told it could only be done online. She
explained she didn’t have a computer and was told “everyone” has a computer. Brave New
World, or what?

Diana Burch

PS I’m happy to pay postage.
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Ukelele group
After more than 18 months on Zoom, the Ukelele Group restarted face-to-face meetings in
September. We were formed In Feb ’19, with half of our members new to the ukulele. We only
met three times before the pandemic struck. Although we learned lots of new songs, chords
and strumming patterns on Zoom, our restart was, for many, their first experience of playing
together as a group. To keep ourselves Covid-safe, we now meet in a larger, well-ventilated hall,
and limit our group size. That way, we can sit in a socially-distanced circle where everyone can
see everyone else. Of course, this distancing brings playing challenges. It is hard to keep
together in tight time in a distanced circle. Practising this skill has been our priority for our initial
meetings. Already this is improving rapidly, though a willing bass or percussion player (if there
are any out there) would be a great boon!
We are a friendly, very welcoming group and it is lovely that the friendliness and support that
formed during the Zoom months is flourishing at our meetings. Although we need to limit our
numbers, we can set up a waiting list if there are more people interested than we can safely
accommodate.

Robert Everest

Forest Row Bridge Group
U3A Bridge at Forest Row have been running for 21 years, but during these past two years it’s
been difficult to manage regular bridge sessions, due to virus restrictions. We’d normally have
8 – 10 tables but we’ve had to lower numbers to give more adequate spacing and ventilation.
We prefer to think we’re a social club who like playing bridge without the penalty of strict rules,
although chatter is sometimes a problem! For players new to
the game who find it difficult to join a club of more
experienced players, we encouraged the opening of a starter
group at FR on Tuesdays, allowing the option – if they wish –
of moving up to the Monday group when they become more
experienced.
In December, we celebrated the 100th birthday of one of our
regular members, Kay Taylor, who has been an inspiration to
us all, not least by attending during the covid pandemic. She
has shown that it pays to keep the mind active, even though
ageing can bring its own problems . The photo shows Kay
holding a presentation glass during a party held by the group
in her honour.
Further details can be found in the EG U3A website for
anyone interested in joining.

Peter Lamb
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Tilting at Windmills?
It’s an ill wind that blows nobody any good……
……..A well-known phrase made familiar in Shakespeare’s
Henry IV. For me, the only plus from the lockdowns was
being able to pursue, on an almost daily basis, my hobby
of model-making. This came about post-retirement
when I naively thought I needed more interests to fill my
days. Now I say “how did I find time to go to work?” [my
sentiment entirely! Ed] The present project is nearing
completion – exciting! – after commencement recorded
in my project log as being 22/03/2016. The intervening
time was spent on site trips, a 107 mile journey to
photograph, measure, record and interview the
custodians of the project’s subject. Then followed many
hours spent on design schemes, plans & detailed
drawings, as a pre-requisite to manufacture in a small
workshop.
So what is this project that has taken so long, I hear you say? It’s a 1/24 th engineered working
model of the windmill sited at Wilton, near Salisbury in Wiltshire. The actual windmill dates from
1821 and is a 14m high brick tower mill with a cap driven fantail via spur gearing, drive shaft and
worm gear that engages in a cog-ring mounted on the top of the tower. The grind stones (the
sharp end of the business) are driven by four common sail arrangements, each nearly 10m long
viwindshaft, brake wheel, wallower gear, vertical main shaft, greatspur & stone nut. So, as in the
original, anything that moves does so in the model.
The model is primarily a multi-metal/plastic construction with some wood workings. I have a
precision mechanical engineering background, so the design/metal/plastics/woodworking was
do-able, but (now we get to the U3A part) I would have been flummoxed had my wife, Iryna, not
had her already commendable needle-work skills honed in the U3A cross-stitch group. She
effortlessly produced the canvas sails and lines. Also, she produced eight mealy sacks as seen in the
photo above.

Mike Taylor

The Country Walking Group, ably led by Gary Wood, visited the Nutley windmill as part of their
walk in the Ashdown Forest on Wednesday, 24 November.
We parked at ‘the Hollies’ and proceeded to walk across open
country for about a mile, whereupon we came up to the Nutley
Windmill where we were met by a small team of local enthusiasts
who maintain the mill and were kind enough to open it up and
explain its history and method of working for the members of
the CWG.
The walk then continued across typical forest terrain for 2-3 miles
when we came upon the Airmen’s Graves. Gary was able to give us
the background to their construction in the middle of WW2.
We then continued on and up through the Forest, eventually
returning to the Hollies car park.
Members completed the morning by lunching at the Roebuck
Hotel, at Wych Cross. Many thanks to Gary for an enjoyable walk!
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Watch these Lips
When people with good hearing were asked what they would miss if they were deaf, nearly all
of them chose their ‘favourite’ sounds. Of course, it is sad to miss laughter, bird song and music,
but it is the sounds that enable us to live ‘normally’ that we really miss. So I think most of us
who are hard of hearing or deaf would be inclined to disagree with them.
The list is endless, but the reality begins with missing the early morning alarm call, not
understanding the radio and family conversation at breakfast, missing travel announcements,
and being unaware of traffic danger when out and about. Asking people to speak up and then
watch them try, but forget almost immediately; struggling on the phone and often being
excluded from the jokes and daily gossip that build up relationships between friends and
colleagues. Finally, home at last to relax and catch up with the family day over dinner. Trying to
hear and watch faces at the same time as eating – not as easy as one would think! Then
watching TV and trying to cope with the inevitable background music and gabbled speaking….
phew, bedtime at last; but all that extra effort is so exhausting!
Lipreading is something that we all do naturally without realising it, and building on this skill can
offer valuable help to the hard of hearing as well as assisting in rebuilding confidence. With
lipreading, many words have the same mouth shape even though the sound, spelling and
meaning are completely different. Imagine confusing green with red, fatal with vital, Britain with
prison and marry with bury. All these pairs of words have the same mouth shape so you can
see how easy it is to get the wrong end of the stick! At lipreading classes, we learn to better
understand the shapes that are easily confused, and we learn about helpful tactics and
equipment that can assist us.
Lipreading can never be totally accurate, but, combined with watching body language, using
residual hearing and knowing the context of the conversation, it can help enormously. Classes
can be a tremendous support as well as being fun. There are inevitably misunderstandings,
confusion and some very amusing interpretations of words said without voice. Hearing loss and
deafness can affect anyone, at any age and its onset can be sudden and unexpected. It makes
us aware of just how the sense of hearing can inexplicably be taken from us.
Classes are weekly on Monday 2:00– 3:30pm in the Garden Room at Forest Row Community
Centre – the first lesson is a free taster. There is plenty of parking available and a small charge
for the classes, which includes refreshments during the break. Do please join us for lipreading –
you will be most welcome.
(ATLA trained lipreading tutor) Hilary Lagden
[I wanted to include this piece from Hilary – one of our U3A members - as what she is offering could be of interest
(and help) to a number of our other members. Ed]
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Litter Matters

One of our group members, Kath, informed me that high on her granddaughter’s “Santa List”
was a litter-picker stick, as she wanted to pick litter “just like Gran”. What a lovely request and
well done to Kath for setting such a great example. It is self-evident that today’s younger
generation are key to eliminating litter and reducing waste for those who will follow.
Environmental vandalism is widespread. We have all seen fast-food packaging, beer cans,
coffee cups and other detritus strewn on our streets and in our green spaces. There are national
campaigns such as Keep Britain Tidy which aim to change this, but it requires a national effort.
What can be done?
Littering is a crime and sanctions need to be tougher. It is both dangerous and expensive to
clean up. It is not acceptable to leave bagged dog poo swinging in a tree, leave fast-food
leftovers in a park, flick cigarette butts or sweet wrappers out of a car. Technologies such as
CCTV record the registration numbers of speeding vehicles and issue fines. Why not the same
procedure for littering from a car?
We have around 8 million youngsters in UK schools. If every school could become an ecoschool, their students would be given the opportunity to learn how to create change in their
communities. We need them to be better custodians of our planet than present and past
generations were. We can all make small changes in our habits such as avoiding the purchase
of excessively-wrapped products, even individually wrapped sweets!! If you are a smoker, what
about investing in a portable ashtray? Most butts contain plastic, and when discarded, can get
into waterways and are hazardous to wildlife and marine animals who think they are food.
Whilst new members are always welcome in the Litter Matters group, litter picking can be done
at any time by anyone – and I know some members who do this. So why not buy yourself (or a
loved one) a litter stick and do a spot of tidying next time you are out for a stroll. The group
meet at 10:00 on the 2nd Friday of each month – please contact me via the U3A web page if
you’d like more information.
Anne White

Country Walking Group

In November, we completed our 2nd history walk; we looked out over the Ashdown Forest from
Friends’ Clump with stories of Victorian military camps, WW1 & WW2 training grounds and the
Radio Station, famous for broadcasting messages to France. We then went to Nutley Windmill
for a tour in and around the mill with guides from the preservation society, for which we raised
£75. Further on, we stopped at the Airman’s Grave, where I shared my theory of how a
Wellington bomber from Lincoln on a raid to Cologne ended up crashing in the Forest. [See our
group’s web page for the story].
In December, we enjoyed a walk from Heaven Farm via the Bluebell Vineyard and back to the
Stable Tea Rooms where 26 of us tucked into a lovely Xmas lunch.
/over
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Our January walk will be around the lanes of Ashurst Wood, hopefully mud-free. Later in 2022,

we hope to do another history walk in and around Forest Row. Starting in May, I would like to
complete 2 walks per month over the summer period.
Gary Wood (GL)

History Themes

I’m pleased to report that the History Themes group has re-formed, with several new members
and yours truly attempting to keep order as GL! Jenny, our hostess, was away in September, so
we’ve only been able to meet on two occasions to date; let’s hope our planned January meeting
is not upset with new covid-related restrictions. So far, we’ve discussed aspects of the 1930s
and the history and personalities associated with the Royal Pavilion, Brighton.
We have a space for one more member if s/he would like to join us; hopefully our next meeting
will be on Tuesday, 25 January. Further details may be found on the EGU3A website.

Mike Kilfiger

Exploring Sussex

Exploring Sussex got off to a good start on 5 October, when we had our first meeting since
March 2020 and we now have room for a few new members. If anyone is interested in joining
us, we meet on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday in the month from 1:45 – 3:30pm in St Swithun’s Hall ; for
further details, please contact Shirley King via our web page.
Margaret Jones
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Film & British Society after 1945

This new group, ably led by George Pearson, has provided stimulating opportunities to look at
films made in Britain and which reflect changes in postwar British society. So far, we’ve watched
a film called The Guinea Pig in which Richard Attenborough (aged 25) played the part of a 14year-old (!) working –class boy who was given a place through a government scheme at a British
public school. At the time, the government was considering an initiative to give clever – but less
privileged – boys a chance to experience a boarding school education. The project never came
to fruition on the grounds of expense, but the film highlights the prejudices at work in the class
system which Attenborough’s character certainly experienced.
We then studied Brief Encounters, a much better-known film. Supported by the Minister of
Information, this was produced in 1945, but, set in 1938, sought to promote the idea of fidelity
and stability within marriage at a time when the return of forces from their wartime service away
from home, meant that marriages did not always survive the stresses and strains of separation.
The interesting statistics on marriage & divorce in the nation over the last century highlighted
the themes in the film and informed our lively discussion.
We look forward to next term when we shall be exploring films conveying the conflicts in society,
particularly as the working classes began to find a voice in this medium in the 1950s & 60s.

Judith Wells

Learning Spanish Groups

Since October, EG U3A has been running two new separate members’ groups to learn and
converse in Spanish. Although both groups are now full, one deals with absolute beginners whilst
the one I look after concentrates on more advanced learning and conversation between the 10
members attending every 2 weeks on a Tuesday afternoon for two hours. Feedback from my
group is excellent with every member attending and fully participating in the lessons by
preparing answers to questions emailed to them in advance, relating to topics chosen. This
enables all participants to make the sessions varied and fun.
Henry Powell Carballal
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